
 

Win FREE Internet for a year!  

Facebook Giveaway Contest  

Dear Wavelinc Customer,        

I wanted to let you know of a very exciting contest that is going on right now. 
Between now and the end of this year, if you rate Wavelinc on Facebook 
with a 5-Star business review you will be automatically entered into a 
drawing on January 2nd, 2017 (drawing live on Facebook at 9pm that night) 
to win FREE INTERNET FOR THE WHOLE YEAR OF 2017. This only 
applies to residential accounts, sorry business and enterprise accounts are 
exempt from this drawing. This is a very exciting and I can't wait to see who 
the winner is going to be! 

Make sure your 5-star rating is on the actual Business Rating section of the 
page, not just as a normal post comment. Here is a link to the Wavelinc 
Facebook page. http://www.facebook.com/wavelinc 

Thank you and Happy Holidays! 

        -Kurt Fankhauser 

 
Or signup at www.wavelinc.com 

 
Official Contest Rules: Applies to residential accounts and small home office accounts only, does not apply for corporate, large business, or 

enterprise accounts. 5-star review must be on the rate this business portion of the Facbook page, a reply to a comment or post does not 

count as a review. Free internet for a year will be applied as a monthly credit on the customer account and credit amount is based on what 

customer payed for previous 12 months of service.  If customer was not a subscriber for a full 12 months prior to winning then monthly credit 

will be based off what package the customer initially starting service on. Customer that wins drawing can upgrade to a higher package during 

their free year but must pay difference between higher package and what package they were on at the time they won the  drawing.  

http://www.facebook.com/wavelinc
http://www.wavelinc.com/

